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S i THE PAPER COLUMN
by Peter Huntoon

MULES AND
CHANGEOVER PAIRS

Over the years, I have gotten a big kick out of mules.
Rather than pass the buck, it is time to summarize my
findings on these fascinating notes. Because their history
is inseparable from changeover pairs, these too will be
treated here. First we will define each of these varieties
and how they were manufactured. The most complicated
group of mules consists of the $5's, and special attention
will be given to them. Other interesting regular notes will
be examined as they relate to the mule printings.
Hopefully some of the perplexing situations involving the
early small size notes will make more sense after you read
this. Writing it cleared up many mysteries for me!

MULES

Mules constitute one of the most intriguing minor
varieties in small size note collecting. A mule is a note
with different size plate check numbers on the face and

Comparison between micro (2mm high) and legible (4mm high)
plate check numbers.

back. See Figure 1 for a size comparison. For example, the
most common mules are the $5 1934 Federal Reserve
Notes which have micro (0.02 mm high) numbers on the
front and legible (0.04 mm) numbers on the back. Another

$2 Series of 1928D Legal Tender mule.

common mule is the $2 1928D Legal Tender (Figure 2) but
in this case the legible check number is on the front and
the micro number is on the back.
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The term mule was coined by Hutchins (1962) to distin-
guish the notes containing check numbers of different
sizes from those with matched sizes. The term was
borrowed from coin collecting where a mule is a coin with
the wrong size design stamped on one of its sides; for
example, a commemorative obverse mated with a regular
reverse.

Mules owe their origin to a decision in 1937 to increase
the size of the plate numbers from micro to legible. This
was undertaken in the early part of the Julian-Morgen-
thau administration and was deemed to be a significantly
important design change to warrant advancing the Series
on the new legible plates by one letter. For example, the
Silver Certificate $5 and $10 plates were advanced from
Series of 1934 micro to Series of 1934A legible. The $2's
went from Series of 1928C micro to Series of 1928D
legible. Of course, the Julian-Morgenthau signatures
were retained. Both micro and legible plates were used
during the transition period and mules were a common
result.

CHANGEOVER PAIRS

Changeover pairs are a class of major varieties in the
early small note series that consist of two consecutively
serial numbered notes that change series. For example,
there are pairs of $1 Silver Certificates that are consecu-
tively numbered from the 1928A and the 1928B series.
These are known as forward changeovers because the
signatures advance from Woods-Mellon to Woods-Mills
in normal chronological order. Other consecutive pairs
revert from the Woods-Mills to the Woods-Mellon combi-
nations, backwards in chronological order, and are called
reverse changeover pairs. Some changeover pairs span
more than one series; for example, there are $1 SC
changeover pairs that consist of 1928A-1928C, 1928B-
1928D, and even 1928B-1928E series notes. Notice that
in the last-mentioned case, both the 1928C and 1928D

Forward changeover pair.

Backward changeover pair .

series were skipped. Figure 3 shows a forward changeover
pair, whereas Figure 4 is a backward changeover.
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USE OF OBSOLETE PLATES

Both mules and changeover pairs resulted from the
policy of the Bureau of Engraving and Printing to use
printing plates until they wore out. The Bureau was so
committed to this practice that they consistently used $5
Silver Certificate face plates in the various 1934 series for
as long as a year or more after the signature combi-
nations on them had become obsolete.

In the most extreme case, $50 and $100 micro back
plates, which became technically obsolete in 1937, were
used continuously until about 1953. They were finally
forced into retirement in 1953 because the plate size was
increased from 12 to 18 subjects. In the $50 and $100
cases, the obsolete plates were still in use 16 years after
the micro to legible design change was instituted. Their
use resulted in muled Series of 1934A, 34B, 34C, 34D, and
1950 notes. Series of 1950 $50 and $100 mules are the
only mules possible in the 1950 series.

Obsolete plates were used by simultaneously putting
them to press side-by-side with current plates. This was
easily accomplished because the early series small notes
were printed on flat bed presses that could accept up to
four different printing plates. The four plates actually
circulated around the bed of the press where they were
successively inked, wiped, polished, and printed. Realize
that as the printed sheets moved off the press, they fell
into a single stack and the impressions from sheets in the
stack alternated in sequence through impressions from
the four plates on the press.

Changeover pairs were created, for example, when the
pressman used an obsolete face plate along with three
current plates on his press. Say the current series was
1934C and the obsolete plate was a 1934B. The sequence
of printed sheets would be as follows: 1934B, 1934C,
1934C, 1934C, 1934B, 1934C, 1934C, 1934C, and so on.
The 12-subject sheets contained two columns of six notes
each. After both sides were printed, the sheets were cut in
half vertically and the half sheets were serial numbered.
Serial numbering was different than today. The process
involved feeding the half sheets through the serial
number overprinting press and six consecutive numbers
were applied to the six notes on the same half sheet.

This meant that the serials were consecutive down the
half sheets and would match the corresponding plate
positions of that part of the sheet. For example, the first
notes in a given series would have serials 1 through 6 and
these serials would be matched with plate positions A, B,
C, D, E, F, or G, H, I, J, K, L depending on which half of
the sheet the printer was feeding through the press at the
time.

Next the notes were cut apart and collected in serial
sequence and banded. Notice in our example, both for-
ward changeover pairs, 1934B to 1934C, and backward
changeover pairs, 1934C to 1934B, were created. If the
half sheets being fed through the overprinting press were
from positions A, B, C, D, E, F, the forward changeover
pairs would consist of a consecutively serial numbered
1934B note from position F and a 1934C note from posi-
tion A. There would be one forward and one backward
changeover pair in every 24 consecutively numbered
sequence.

MULES AND CHANGEOVERS TOGETHER

Let me explain one of the most interesting sequences of
notes I saw that resulted from the use of obsolete plates
and the old serial numbering process. These notes were an
almost complete sequence of 24 owned by the late Harry
Coleman and involved $5 1928B and 1928C Legal Tender
notes. Harry's sequence contained 1928C mules and
1928B mules, and 1928C regular notes all in serial
sequence.

Here is how they were made: For the back printing the
printer used four plates on his press. One was obsolete
and contained micro check numbers. The other three
plates were current and had legible check numbers. The
printed sheets in finished pile were arranged in the follow-
ing sequence: micro, legible, legible, legible, micro, legible,
legible, legible, and so on.

When the faces were printed, the pressman just
happened to put two obsolete 1928B face plates on the
press (these had micro check numbers) and two current
1928C plates (these had legible check numbers(. He
arranged these in alternating order., that is 1928C, 1928B,
1928C, and 1928B. When the sheets were fed through the
press, they fell into a pile that alternated between the
1928C and 1928B series.

Now when you couple the back and face printings you
will get: 1928C face with micro back, 1928B with legible
back, 1928C with legible back, 1928B with legible back,
and so on! The 1928C with legible back is not a mule
because both sides have legible plate check numbers.
However, both the 1928B with legible back and 1928C
with micro backs are mules. Notice, in this one docu-
mented press run three of the four possible varieties were
created in one swipe!

Now that the sheets were printed, they had to be cut in
half and numbered. Table 1 shows the result. In this
particular press run there were two 1928B mules for each
1928C or 1928C mule. This is interesting because the
1928B mule is many times scarcer than either the 1928C
or 1928C mule. Figure out all the different types of
changeover pairs represented here!

ANOTHER EXAMPLE

I recently handled a group of 30 consecutively num-
bered $50's from the 1934 and 1934A series. Table 2
shows the sequence. Notice in this sequence that the
number 1 micro and number 6 legible face plates
alternate, indicating that only these two plates were
being used on the press when the faces were printed.
However, something is wrong with the reverse sequence
because check number 136 appears on three consecutive
sheets and 134 on two. Probably the sheets were some-
how shuffled between the back and face printings. I sus-
pect that four different plates were on the press when the
backs were printed, and one of these is not represented in
the short sequence of notes I saw. In this case we have
forward and backward series changeover pairs which are
further complicated by the presence of mules. Notice,
however, that all the notes carry the Julian-Morgenthau
signatures.
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$5 MULES

No other denomination offers more variety and rarity
than the $5 mules. This results from a number of reasons:
(1) Three different classes of notes are involved, Federal
Reserve Notes, Silver Certificates, and Legal Tender
Notes. (2) There were very small mule printings in several
series. (3) Most important, two micro back plates remain-
ed undiscovered in Bureau vaults until 1945 when they
were found and sent to press. The result was that after a
hiatus of three years, SC and LT mules again began to
appear, and continued to dribble out in small numbers
until the two plates finally wore out in 1949. Thanks to
these two plates, incredibly rare mules in all three classes
of currency were produced bearing Julian-Morgenthau,

The famous $5629 and 637 micro back check numbers.

Julian-Vinson, and Julian-Snyder signature combi-
nations. The fateful plates bore check numbers 629 and
637, probably the most sought-after check numbers in
existence. See Figure 5.

KNOWN $5 MULES

Table 3 shows the known $5 mules. Notice that most of
the varieties were created from the micro back plates
bearing check numbers 629 and 637, and were printed
between 1945 and 1949. These two plates were probably
found during housecleaning associated with the prepara-
tion of new Julian-Vinson plates in 1945.

$5 Series of 1934 Silver Certificate mule.

With the exception of the Series of 1934 $5 SC mules
(Figure 6), all the great $5 mules were produced from back
plates 629 and 637. Had it not been for the Silver
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Certificate redemption and subsequent scanning of thou-
sands of old fives by knowledgeable collectors, notes from
these back plates would remain virtually unknown.

"4067041 A

$5 Series of 1934C Silver Certificate muled star note, back plate
637

However, many SC 1934A, 34B and 34C mules, including
star notes, were found (Figure 7). Subsequent research by
collectors, led by Leon Goodman, resulted in discovery of
comparable mules from these same back plates in the
FRN and LT series.

What about the relative rarity between the 629 and 637
plates? We may as well split hairs while we are at it. Plate
637 must be about 10 to 20 times more common that 629.

$5 Series of 1928E Legal Tender mule, back plate 629.

I have owned only one 629 and that is the 1928E LT
shown in Figure 8.

DATING THE $5 MULES

O'Donnell (1975) shows the observed high and low
serials for early small notes. The most important
numbers for the analysis that follows are the low serials
which would have been printed shortly after a given pair
of Treasury officers took office. For example, the $5
1934B SC's with the Julian-Vinson signatures began with
serials in the K90xxxxxxA range and were printed
shortly after July 19, 1945, when Vinson replaced
Morgenthau.
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YEARS
Graph used to calculate the periods during which the $5 Silver 	 Seal KA block numbers were assigned to the North Africa issues
Certificate mules were printed. The horizontal arrows show the	 beginning in 1942 so these numbers are not in the sequence
time intervals in which the various mules were printed. Yellow 	 suggested by the graph.

YEARS
Graph used to calculate the periods during which the $5 Legal
Tender mules were printed. The horizontal arrows show the time
intervals in which the various mules were printed.
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Figure 9 is a graph that shows the years in which 1934
series $5 SC's were printed (x-axis, 1934 through 1954),
and all of the block letters (y-axis, AA through VA, omit
OA). The date when each pair of officers was installed is
plotted against the low serial for their $5 SC's as listed in
O'Donnell's book. The line connecting these points shows
the approximate period during which each block was
printed. Although the method is not perfect, it is
probably accurate to at least six months of actual print-
ing time.

Marty Vink and I have been collecting serial number
data for the scarce $5 mules and these can be used with
the graph to determine when the mules were printed. This
is easily accomplished by locating the high and low serials
of the known mules on the y-axis, and using the graph to
estimate the years in which they were printed.

Figure 10 is the same analysis for the $5 LT's. Unfortu-
nately, not enough data is available on the $5 FRN's to
construct similar graphs. In fact, so little data exists on
the FRN's at this time that we don't even know which
districts issued muled notes in the 1934A, 1934B, and
1934C series.

THE 1937 TO 1942 PERIOD

The Bureau of Engraving and Printing began making
the conversion from micro to legible check numbers in
1937 during the tenure of Julian and Morgenthau. Face
and back plates bearing both micro and legible check
letters went into simultaneous production following the
conversion, and for a time following 1937, mules were as
common as non-mules.

The last of the 1934 $5 SC and 1928B LT Julian-
Morgenthau micro face plates were used up in 1939. How-
ever, $5 micro back plates were still in production as late
as mid-1942. Micro $5 FRN face plates of the Series of
1934 lasted well into the war years.

THE 1945 TO 1949 PERIOD

Except for printings from the $5 FRN Series of 1934
micro face plates, mules of all types should have died out
with the last of the micro back plates in 1942. Such was
not the case. Two micro back plates bearing check num-
bers 629 and 637 remained in the Bureau vaults until mid-
1945. By this time, Vinson had replaced Morgenthau as
Secretary of the Treasury, and the Bureau began to print
the rather scarce Julian-Vinson notes. In keeping with
past policy, they also were printing notes from the now
obsolete Julian-Morgenthau face plates, all of which bore
legible plate check numbers in 1945.

Someone discovered micro back plates 629 and 637 just
as the $5 Julian-Vinson face plates in all series were going
to press. These very old plates went into production side-
by-side with current legible back plates. For a time, mules
bearing both Julian-Morgenthau and Julian-Vinson
signatures came off the presses in SC's, LT's, and FRN's.

These $5 mules were the first SC and LT mules to ap-
pear in over three years. The 1934A and 1934B $5 SC's
bore serials with block letters KA and LA. The 1928C and
1928D LT's carried block GA. 1934A and 1934B FRN's
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$5 Series of 1934B Federal Reserve mule, back plate 637.

from many districts also came out muled. See Figure 11.
The greatest rarities in $5 mules were born!

By the end of Vinson's tenure in office in 1946, all of the
Julian-Morgenthau face plates had worn out, but not the
micro 629 and 637 back plates. After Snyder replaced
Vinson in 1946, back plates 629 and 637 went to press
intermittently until early 1949. Old Julian-Vinson and
new Julian-Snyder face plates were muled in modest num-
bers with the now ancient micro back plates. The great
Julian-Snyder $5 FRN 1934C, LT 1928E, and SC 1934C
mules were the result.

•.,0:‘,;" WASHING l't

$5 Series of 1934A KA and LA block Silver Certificate mules of
1945 to 1946 vintage; both have back plate 637.

$5 SC 1934A MULES

O'Donnell's book shows that in addition to stars, the
following blocks are known in the 1934A SC mules: DA,
EA, FA, GA, HA, KA, and LA. O'Donnell suggests that
IA and JA mules remain to be discovered. I doubt that
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they were ever printed.
The reason for this is that the DA through GA mules

were printed between 1937 and 1942 when the Bureau
was using up the last of the old micro reverses. All blocks
in this group are fairly common. However, three years
elapsed before the 629 and 637 micro plates were dis-
covered and sent to press. Their printings began in 1945
and resulted in the KA and LA $5 SC mules shown on
Figure 12. The IA and JA blocks were printed between
1942 and 1945, so no mules are possible among them!

$5 NORTH AFRICA NOTES

No $5 SC North Africa Series of 1934 or Series of
1934A mules have been found. Yellow seal $5's exist only
in the unmuled Series of 1934A type. All contain the
block letters KA or *A. Treasury records show that the
$5 yellow seals were printed between the middle of 1942
and early 1944, although Figure 9 indicates that the KA
block should have been printed between late 1944 and the
end of 1945. The graph is not wrong — what happened
was that various groups of numbers within the KA block
were arbitrarily assigned to the North Africa printings
beginning as early as 1942. The yellow seal numbers were
used prematurely out of sequence, and later, in 1944 and
1945 the unused KA groups of numbers were used up on
regular blue seal printings.

Figure 9 easily explains why only 1934A unmuled
yellow seals were printed. All the micro (Series of 1934) $5
SC face plates were used up by the end of 1939 so none
were available for the yellow seal printings beginning in
1942. Except for back plates 629 and 637, all the micro
back plates were used up in 1942 just before the first
yellow seals were printed. The last of the micro back
plates wore out just a few months before the first yellow
seal printings, giving us an historic near miss. Back
plates 629 and 637 were discovered and sent to press in
late 1945, about a year after the last yellow seal $5's were
printed. The $5 1934A yellow seal printings by luck were
sandwiched between the two periods when 1934A mules
were made. Thus 1934A yellow seal mules are not
possible.

$5 FRN 1934 AND 1934A MULES

My search for muled varieties in the $5 regular issue
FRN Series of 1934 and 1934A led to the findings in
Table 4. You will find listings of Series of 1934 muled
yellow-green $5 FRN's in O'Donnell's book but this is an
error.

$10 Series of 1934A yellow-green seal Federal Reserve mule.

In the case of the Series of 1934 and 1934A FRN's, we
have two complications: (1) We have to deal with the in-
troduction of legible plate numbers in 1937, and (2) we
have to mix in the yellow-green to blue-green seal transi-
tion. As close as I can calculate from the sparse serial
number data available, the change from yellow-green to
blue-green FRN seals occurred during the period 1936 to
1939. There is room for substantial error in these dates.
We know that yellow-green seals were being printed after
1937 because Series of 1934A $10 FRN's exist with them.
See, for example, Figure 13.

In researching the early FRN's, Lloyd (1953) found that
FRN $5's were not generally printed between 1936 and
1942 because of large releases of $5 SC's. This simply
means that during the transition period from yellow-
green to blue-green seals in the late 1930's, no FRN $5's
were being printed. Consequently, the only yellow-green
varieties available are the pre-1937 unmuled types.

Finally, the wartime demand for currency resulted in
large printings of blue-green seal $5 FRN's beginning
about 1942, and plenty of micro Series of 1934 face plates
were available to print the notes. Notice from Figure 9
that most of the micro back plates had been worn out on
SC and LT issues, so only a few of them remained in pro-
duction to create the unmuled Series of 1934 blue-green
seal $5's which were printed early in 1942. This explains
why these are so scarce. Sometime after 1942, Series of
1934A $5 FRN plates were placed in production, but not
before all the micro back plates except 629 and 637 had
worn out.

$5 Series of 1934 Hawaii mule, much more common than the
unmuled variety.

The Hawaii issues were printed between 1942 and 1944.
Early printings in 1942 were from Series of 1934 plates,
and a mix of micro and legible back plates. The fact that
there were only a few micro reverse plates still in use
explains why unmuled Series of 1934 Hawaii's are many
times scarcer than the muled variety shown on Figure 14.
No muled 1934A Hawaii's were printed because no micro
back plates were in use when the 1934A face plates went
to press sometime between 1943 and 1944. Notice that
like the SC $5 yellow seals, no 1934A Hawaii $5's were
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muled by the 629 and 637 micro back plates because these
were not discovered until after the last of the Hawaii
printings.

All the muled FRN $5 1934A blue-green seal notes were
printed from back plates 629 and 637 in press runs
beginning in late 1945. These notes resulted from the use
of the residual 1934A plates during the early 1934B
(Julian-Vinson) period.

RARITY OF $5 MULES

Table 5 shows the relative rarity of the $5 mules. The
rarest $5 mule is a 1934A FRN from any district. The
1934B is about twice as common but remains truly rare.
The 1934C is a shade more common than the 1934B but
you will look long and hard before you luck onto one. If
you are to locate a 1934B or 34C, chances are that it will
be from New York or Chicago. Table 3 shows the known
muled 1934 series FRN blocks and it is clear that many
districts remain to be discovered; all are possible.

There are no 1934 yellow-green seal mules despite list-
ings in O'Donnell. The 1934 blue-green seal mule is so
common you can still find them in change. In contrast,
the unmuled 1934 blue-green seal is quite scarce!

$1 Series of 1935 and 1935A Silver Certificate mules.

$1 SC MULES

Mules occurred in the $1 1934 and 1934A series. See
Figure 15. I calculate that the 1935 mules were produced
in 1937, whereas the 1935A mules came out between 1937
and 1939. All the 1935 $1 mules are scarce. In the $1
1935A mules, only the late printings including the AB
through EB blocks are rare. By the time these blocks

were printed, the Bureau was running out of obsolete $1
micro reverse plates.

TYPES:

934

1934 A

1934 MULE•	

1934 A MULE
e■—•

1934 YELLOW SEAL MULE

1934 A YELLOW SEAL
e—o•—•

SERIAL NUMBERS:

0	 50
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Graph showing the overlap of the various major $10 Series of
1934 and 1934A Silver Certificate varieties. Notice that the
1934A mules stopped just before the 1934A yellow seals were
printed, so no 1934A yellow seal mules are possible.

$10 SC MULES

Figure 16 illustrates the overlap of $10 Series of 1934
and 1934A SC varieties and clearly shows why all Series
of 1934 yellow seals are muled, and why there are no
Series of 1934A yellow seal mules.

There are no Series of 1934A yellow seal mules because
the last of the micro reverse plates wore out at about
serial A90xxxxxxA. The first yellow seal serial is
A9lxxxxxxA, just a half-million too late to be muled by
obsolete micro reverse plates.

All the Series of 1934 yellow seals are muled because a
few 1934 micro face plates were in existence throughout
the yellow seal printings. However, there were no micro
reverse plates left to create the unmuled variety.

$10 Series of 1934A Silver Certificate mule.
Series of 1934A $10 SC mules (Figure 17) were made

after 1937 but only in small numbers in the A74xxxxxxA
to A90xxxxxxA range.

OTHER MULES

Mules exist in every denomination and every series
that was current when the change to legible check num-
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TABLE 1. Observed sequence of $5 Series of 1928B and 1928C Legal Tender TABLE 	 2.Observed sequence of $50 Series of 1934 and 	 1934A Federal
Notes. Reserve 	 Notes. 	 Dots 	 indicate 	 notes 	 in 	 the	 middle of the 	 half

sheets.
Serial Number Series Type

E65171946A 1928C mule Series	 Serial Number 	 Face Plate 	 Back Plate	 Type
1934 	 100920964A 	 LI micro 	 133 micro 	 regular

47A 1928B mule 1934A 	 65A 	 GB legible 	 136 micro 	 mule
48A 1928B mule
49A 1928B mule 1934A	 70A 	 L6 legible 	 136 micro 	 mule
50A 1928B mule 1934 	 71A 	 GI micro 	 136 micro	 regular
51A 1928B mule
52B 1928B mule 1934 	 76A 	 LI micro 	 136 micro 	 regular

1934A	 77A 	 G6 legible	 136 micro 	 mule
53A 1928C regular
54A 1928C regular 1934A 	 82A 	 L6 legible 	 136 micro 	 mule
55A 1928C regular 1934 	 83A 	 GI micro 	 134 micro 	 regular

56A 1928C regular
57A 1928C regular 1934 	 88A 	 Ll micro 	 134 micro 	 regular
58A 1928C regular 1934A 	 J00920989A 	 GB legible	 134 micro 	 mule

59A 1928B mule
60A 1928B mule
61A 1928B mule TABLE 4. Theoretically possible and observed $5 Serigs of 1934 and 1934A
62A 1928B mule Federal Reserve Notes.
63A 1928B mule
64A 1928B mule Series 	 Type 	 Seal 	 Existence

1934 	 unmuled 	 yellow-green 	 common
65A 1928C mule 1934 	 muled 	 yellow-green 	 none
66A 1928C mule 1934 	 unmuled 	 blue-green	 scarce
67A 1928C mule 1934 	 muled 	 blue-green 	 most common
68A 1928C mule
69A 1928C mule 1934A 	 unmuled 	 yellow-green 	 none
70A 1928C mule 1934A 	 muled 	 yellow-green 	 none

1934A 	 unmuled 	 blue-green 	 common
E65171971A 1928B mule 1934A 	 muled 	 blue-green 	 rare

TABLE 	 3.Known varieties of $5 mules.
Approximate

Class 	 Series Signatures Known Blocks Printing Dates Back Plates
Silver Certificates

1934 Julian-Morgenthau EA 1938 various legible
1934A Julian-Morgenthau DA, EA, FA, GA, HA, "A 1937-1942 various micro

KA, LA, *A ( 7) 1945-1946 629, 637
19346 Julian-Vinson KA, LA, *A 1945-1946 629, 637
1934C Julian-Snyder LA, MA, NA, PA, "A 1946-1949 629, 637

Legal Tender Notes
1928B Julian-Morgenthau EA, "A 1937-1939 various legible
1928C Julian-Morgenthau EA, FA, "A 1938-1942 various micro

GA, *A 1945-1946 629, 637

1928D Julian-Vinson GA 1946 629, 637
1928E Julian-Snyder GA, HA 1946-1948 629, 637

Federal Reserve Notes #
1934 Julian-Morgenthau all blocks inc. Hawaii 1942-1944 various legible
1934A Julian-Morgenthau BA, EA, GA, HA 1945-1946 629, 637
1934B Julian-Vinson BA, BB, GB, IA, HA, LB, L* 1945-1946 629, 637
1934C Julian-Snyder AA, BC, GB, HA, IA, JA, LA 1946-1949 629, 637

# Printing dates are best guesses.
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TABLE 5. Relative rarity of the $5 mules.

Series Class Rarity
1928C LT 629, 637 rarest
1934A FRN rarest
19346 FRN rare
1934C FRN rare

1928D LT rare
1928E LT rare
1934 SC very scarce to rare
1934A SC KA, LA blocks very scarce to rare

1934B SC very scarce
1934C SC scarce
19286 LT scarce
1928C LT common

1934 FRN Hawaii common
1934A SC very common
1934 FRN very common

bers was undertaken in 1937. Included are $2 Series of
1928C and 1928D notes, and all the high denomination
FRN's right through the $10,000. In fact, I have found
that most of the high denomination FRN's of the 1934
series are muled. You are referred to O'Donnell (1975) for
a complete listing of the known mules.

Because collector interest has always been greatest in
the Silver Certificate and Legal Tender issues, we now
have a comprehensive idea of what is possible and which
varieties are rare in these issues. Such is not the case in
the Series of 1934 and 1934A FRN $5, $10, and $20 de-
nominations. Data are too scarce at this time to even
determine which varieties were printed. Great rarities in
these denominations are circulating to oblivion as you
read this article.
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FIRST CHARTER NOTES REDEEMED

When national banks renewed their charters under the
1882 law, they were given three years to redeem their
first charter period notes. At the end of that period they
were required to deposit lawful money with the Treasurer
of the United States for redemption of any circulation
still outstanding. Any gain from failure to redeem those
first charter notes was held to the benefit of the United
States.

PRESENTATION OF
HISTORIC AMERICAN BANK NOTES

IN STERLING TO ANA

Grover Criswell, (center left) president of the American
Numismatic Association, accepts a series of Historic American
Bank Notes from Robert P. Charles, Senior Vice President of

Sales (center right) as Oliver Lednicer, Vice-President, Marketing

and Elaine H. Weinberg, Product Manager, look on. The

presentation represents a unique joint effort between American

Bank Note Company and International Silver Company.

Grover Criswell, President of the American
Numismatic Association, and SPMC #342, has accepted
on behalf of the Association the following Historic
American Bank Notes, from the American Bank Note
Company and International Silver Company joint
issuance:

The $5 Omaha & Chicago Bank Note
The $100 Commercial Bank of Wilmington, North

Carolina Note
The $2 Canton Bank South China, Maine Note

The $4 Bank of Washington, North Carolina Note
A total of six "bank notes" of historical interest were
issued in the series. The first two, the $100 Liberty Bank
and the Bank of Charleston $50 ANA, in the series of six
were previously presented to the ANA.

All six were authentically reproduced from the original
engravings in the archives of the American Bank Note
Company. The limited edition were all serially numbered
and were accompanied by a certificate of authentication
signed by J. Roy Pennell, Jr., former SPMC president.
Each sterling silver "note" was accompanied by an
intaglio print of the actual note and was accompanied by
a descriptive booklet.

The $5 note of the Omaha & Chicago Bank depicts the
Battle of Lexington, the inital armed conflict of the
Revolutionary War. The fourth issue in the series was the
$100 note of the Commercial Bank of Wilmington, North
Carolina. The maritime vignettes on this note emphasize
the importance of foreign trade to North Carolina in the
1850's. The $2 Canton Bank note of 1855 depicts the
"Signing of the Declaration of Independence." The sixth
note in the series is the $4 Bank of Washington, circa
1860. This note of unusual denomination illustrates the
First Family for whom the bank and its town of origin
were named.

The set of six "notes" will be on display in the Museum
of the American Numismatic Association in Colorado
Springs, Colorado.
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